New Member Orientation

There’s more to life than rowing, but not much!
The Amateurs.
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San Diego Rowing Club
BRIEF HISTORY
Read author Joey Seymour’s outstanding article about this special Club
In 1888 a group of San Diegans formed the Excelsior Rowing and Swim Club. At that time, the
town was in the midst of a population boom and the number
of residents had reached about 14,000, up from only 2,600
people in 1880. Rowing was then one of the most popular
sports Competitive rowing events, along with boxing and
horse racing, drew very large crowds and fostered extensive
wagering.
In 1891 the Club dropped the name Excelsior, and became
the San Diego Rowing Club. In eight years the members had
raised the $2,000 necessary to build their first boathouse.
The boathouse built on pilings in San Diego Harbor would
house the Club for seventy-nine years. To celebrate the new
boathouse a group swim, called the New Year’s Day Plunge, was organized on January 1,1900.
Today, this tradition continues at the new boathouse on Mission Bay.
A.W. Coggeshall, a longtime SDRC member and competitive
oarsman, died in 1987 and left the local rowing groups separate
bequests to foster the sport that had meant so much to him.
This resulted in the building of the Coggeshall Rowing Center.
Today this center houses the San Diego Rowing Club in four
boat bays plus the Garty Pavillion and the University of
California, San Diego and University of San Diego collegiate
crews, each in their own boat bay.
The Club membership in this new facility has grown to over 300
men and women. The Club includes a large and successful junior program, a masters group, as
well as recreational rowers. Rowing programs focus on bringing this great sport to the wider
San Diego Community and take into consideration athletes with unique needs. State of the art
equipment and over 120 shells are housed in our facility.
Today the red and white colors of the San Diego Rowing Club are seen frequently in California,
across the country and often at championships throughout the world.
http://www.sandiegohistory.org/journal/v57-1/v57-1seymour.pdf
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VOLUNTEERING AT SDRC
The success of SDRC comes from a membership of eager volunteers and board of
directors with sound governance and financial management policies. We require each
member volunteer at least 10 hours each year, many members volunteer significantly
more. Volunteers are needed for boathouse clean up days, SDRC events in the Garty
Pavillion, National Learn to Row Day, the Fall Classic, grounds maintenance, painting, to
name a few.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Our non-rowing annual events typically include:
February
Annual Meeting
May-August Thursday evening Summer BBQ
Summer Games and Beach Boil
September
Fall Gala Fundraiser
December
Holiday Party
COMMUNICATION
From the Boathouse
Communication from the boathouse to all members is done through Constant Contact.
Every member receives a monthly newsletter. When necessary, important timesensitive information will be sent between newsletters.
Please be sure to add bhmanager@sandiegorowing.org to your contacts so you don’t
miss any communications.
From the Coach
If you are in or wish to be in a coached program offered by SDRC, be sure to contact the
Boathouse Manager and Head Coach bhmanager@sandiegorowing.org
coach@sandiegorowing.org. Communication from coaches comes through
googlegroups.
Social Media
Join the conversation and connect with members on Facebook (SDRC San Diego Rowing
Club). The Junior’s Facebook page is www.facebook.com/sdrcjrs
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SDRC FLEET of BOATS
SDRC has an outstanding fleet of boats – one of the best in the country. The Board of
Directors and boathouse management have worked diligently to develop a capital plan
that includes the purchases and sale of our boats on a well thought out basis that
addresses the needs of all members.
PARKING
Parking can be a challenge at the boathouse. Additional parking can be found on the
street and at the Mission Bay Aquatic Center on Santa Clara Point. Plan ahead as you
may need an extra 10-15 minutes to secure a parking spot.
SAFETY
Safety is paramount at San Diego Rowing Club. Please review USRowing Safety
Guidelines http://archive.usrowing.org/safety/safetyguidelines. This document should
be reviewed by every member.
Here are a few safety best practices to consider:
Weather
•
•
•

Fog - If you cannot see the Ingraham St. bridge rowing is not allowed.
Wind - If the wind is blowing above 13 mph you should not row.
Keep an eye on the weather. If conditions become unsafe, return to the
boathouse. In extreme conditions, land the boat on the nearest shore and
wait for better conditions or call the boathouse.

Around the Boathouse
If you see anything that seems out of place or dangerous, please let someone
know.
On the Water
•
•
•
•
•

All rowers must be confident swimmers.
Sign out before your row, and sign in when you return.
Are you confident you would be able to get back into your boat after it has
flipped? Have you successfully completed a flip test?
Know the traffic patterns.
Know where the buoys are located.

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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•
•
•

Lights are required if you’re on the water in the dark – bow and stern (stern
light is typically worn on the head).
It’s always wise not to row alone.
Don’t go under the bridge that leads to the ocean (aka ‘bad bridge’), unless
your intention is to go through the channel to the Ocean.

Carrying Boats and Oars
•
•
•
•

Carry oars blade forward, low at your waist or on your shoulders.
Make sure a coach or teammate shows you how to properly carry a boat of
any size. It’s important that everyone listen to the coxswain or one person
making the calls to move the boat in sync.
Never step over a boat or inside a rigger. You may fall and injure yourself
and/or damage the boat.
The deck is the only place you can step when getting in or out of a boat.

Repairs/Maintenance
If you notice an item that needs repair or just some attention, write it up in the repair
log located on the podium.
Any rower causing damage due to negligence will be financially responsible up to the
insurance deductible for the repair of the damage.

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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THINGS TO KNOW AS A NEW ROWER
Your instructor will go over all these items during your classes. SDRC members are a
great bunch of people eager to assist new rowers. If you ever have any questions please
don’t hesitate to ask someone who looks like they know what they are doing. If they
are not able to help, just ask someone else.
What to Wear
Close fitting clothing – rowing trou, tights, ‘bike shorts’ (without the pad). Nothing
baggy as things will get caught in the moving parts and oar handles will get caught in a
lose shirt.
What to Bring into The Boat
Socks. The following are optional: water bottle (no metal bottles), sunglasses, hat. A
headlamp if you plan to row in the dark.
Making Adjustments to Your Seat
Your instructor will go over adjustments that are made to a boat before you row. In
general, the following items should be adjusted and checked before every row and
typically done on the deck while the boat is in slings.
•
•

•
•

Foot Stretchers – There are 3 nuts to loosen (do not remove the nut completely),
to move forward or backward so when in the finish position your hands are
about two fists apart.
Spacers – They can be moved above or below the oar lock. The purpose of the
spacers is to allow the forearm to be parallel to the water (a taller/longer torso
rower may need more spacers on the bottom to raise their forearm position
relative to the boat). The Maas training boats are not adjustable.
Shoes – Some shoes are adjustable.
Tracks – Sometimes, but not often, the tracks will need to be adjusted forward
or backward. It’s best to quickly check that your tracks are in the same place as
others in the boat. If they do need to be adjusted, use the two wing nuts under
the tracks, below the deck.

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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Blisters & Track Burns
Some, ok all rowers will experience all sorts of blisters and calluses on their hands.
There are varying opinions on how to best deal with them. Google or ask your
teammates what they do. Your coach will probably say you’re gripping your oar too
tightly.
Some rowers may experience track burns, where the track rubs the back of the calf. You
can purchase or make ‘calf guards’ (neoprene or socks) that can be worn to protect the
calves.
What Boat Should You Use
Once you’ve completed the Learn to Row classes you may take out boats on your own.
But what boat should you take? As a new rower, stick with the training shells (Maas),
they are fantastic for developing technique and confidence in your rowing and steering
abilities. They come in advancing sizes (skinnier and longer). As you progress, try the
Peinert singles, they are racing shells but a tad more stable and a bit less finicky, but
they are sleek and fast. It’s wise to avoid the racing shells until … you are racing.
The Director of Rowing or a Coach can help decide when to try the next level of boat
class.
Sign out Sign in Sheet
You must sign out before launching and sign in when you return. Be sure to check the
log that no one has reserved the boat for that time slot. At the podium, there is a list of
boats, their category by training / racing shell and size. You may reserve a boat for a
particular time slot up to one week in advance. Priority is given to all coached programs
and Learn to Row classes.

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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The Boats (aka Shell)
There are two types of boats or shells used in rowing. In sweep rowing, each rower uses
one oar. In sculling, each rower uses two oars. Sweep boats can have two, four, or
eight rowers. Sculling boats have one, two, or four rowers. Each boat may or may not
have a coxswain, the on-board captain who steers the boat and controls the tempo.
Boats are designated by a number, indicating how many rowers are on board; the letter
x to indicate scull, and a symbol (+ or -) to indicate whether there is a coxswain.
Single (1x). One rower, no coxswain.

Double (2x). Two rowers, no coxswain.

Quad (4x). Four rowers, no coxswain.

Pair (2-). Two rowers, no coxswain.
Straight Four or Coxless Four (4-). Four rowers, no
coxswain.
Coxed Four (4+). Four rowers, coxswain.

Eight (8+). Eight rowers, with coxswain.

Each seat in the boat is numbered starting from the bow (1) to the stern (stroke).

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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ROWING PROGRAMS AT SDRC
The Head Coach develops and manages all the coached programs for the Masters and
Juniors. Fees for the programs can be found on the website. www.sandiegorowing.org
Learn to Row
Learn to Row classes are scheduled throughout the year.
Visit the website for more information and dates.
Novice/Development
SDRC has a coached Novice/Development Program to focus on improving a rower’s
technique and skills. In addition, it prepares those who wish to compete and advance
into the Competitive team. Any member who is part of another paid coached program is
welcome to join the Novice program to receive extra technique training.
To join the Novice program, a rower must either complete Scull 1, Scull 2 and the Sweep
class or be approved by the Coach. The Novice practices are Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 5am to 7am. Fee is paid quarterly.
Competitive Team
Good technical ability and fitness as well as coachability, good sportsmanship, attitude
and team participation are essential. The practices focus on refinement of rowing
technique and skills, development of sport specific training and racing skills. The team
competes in regattas regionally, nationally and internationally. Technique, seat racing,
erg testing and racing skills are used by the Coach to determine race lineups.
Participation must be approved by the coach. The Competitive Team trains on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays from 5am to 7am. Fee is paid quarterly.
Jedi Competitive group
SDRC has a coached competitive group that “row in the light” and don’t need to row
early in the morning. Most participants are the F+ category (60+). Good technical
ability and fitness as well as good sportsmanship, attitude and team participation are
essential. Focus is on refinement of rowing technique and skills.
Participation must be approved by the coach. The Jedi group meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 6:45am to 8:30am. Fee is paid quarterly.
Breakfast Club
We typically go to breakfast at Olive’s Café after Saturday morning practices. Tuesday
and Thursdays we gather in the Garty for some coffee and breakfast – donations keep
this treasure going.
Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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PRACTICE
Coached Practice and Lineups
The Coach will send out the workout, lineups and boats/oars for practice the day before.
You should review the workout, every seat should know the workout before practice
starts.
Typically, it takes 15-20 minutes to get boats, oars and your seat ready for practice. The
coach usually gives a quick talk before boats head to the water. For the 5am to 7am
practice, we arrive no later than 5am, launch by 5:30, return to the boathouse by 7am,
and finish washing and putting equipment away by 7:15. This same general process is
followed for all programs
Items you may want to bring to practice, and into the boat
• Socks
• Water bottle – please use reusable plastic water bottles. Metal bottles rattle
around loudly in the boat and may cause minor damage.
• Seat pad, if the coach suggests you would benefit from using a seat pad.
Standard procedures before practice
• Along with your teammates take launches out of the bays so boats can be
moved. Make sure launches are not blocking the college deck space
• Along with your teammates, bring the coach’s launch to the water
• Bring oars to be used to the racks on the sand
• Coxswains orchestrate movement of big boats (4s, 8s) off racks, out of
boathouse and into slings
• When it’s dark, bow and stern lights are required. Bow lights are located under
the sign out podium. Stern lights are worn by the stroke or placed on the boat
Check your seat before taking your boat to the water
• The bolts on rigger are tight
• The seat rolls smoothly and the tracks are clean
• Check the foot stretchers and adjust accordingly
• Check the oar lock spacers and adjust accordingly
• If something doesn’t look right, ask a teammate or coach
Time to Row
• Small boats launch first
• Coxed boats - the coxswain is in control from the time “Hands On” is called until
the boat is back into slings

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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•
•
•

For non-coxed boats the bow person or “toe” is in control (the rudder cable is
attached to the toe of the shoe for steering)
Coxswains and “toes” try to keep boats close together so it’s easier for the coach
to coach everyone
HAVE FUN!

Standard procedures after practice
• Rinse oars and put back into their proper slots
• Rinse boat and wipe dry with chamois. Wipe the tracks with paper towels.
• Rinse feet before entering boathouse to keep as much sand out of boathouse as
possible
• Larger boats (4s, 8s) are coxed back onto the racks
• Smaller boats are put on racks by their rowers
• Put slings away that are not needed for boats still on the water
Rowing Etiquette
Any Boat, Any Seat, Any Time.
If you are rowing in a coached program, understand that the coach’s line up is meant for
a purpose. Whatever boat or seat you are assigned, it should be your goal to make it
the best possible row for yourself and your teammates.
No talking in the boat
Really, this should be extended to include anytime that you are touching a boat. There
are a couple of reasons for this, most importantly for the safety of rowers and the boat.
Not talking allows the rowers to pay attention to their surroundings, handle the boat
safely, and most importantly hear the coxswain or coach’s instructions and respond
quickly. While on the water, it also allows each rower to focus on their own rowing, and
the feel of the boat.
Listen to your coxswain
We have all heard the commands many times, and it is easy to get complacent, but it is
important that there is only one voice in a boat. Being alert and conscientious of what
you're doing while handling a boat is a big part of preventing damage to equipment and
keeping everyone safe.
The Chocolate Rule
If you flip, it is customary to bring chocolate for your teammates to the next practice.

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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RACING WITH SDRC
Regatta Signup
Every rower who wishes to participate in any regatta with SDRC must fill out the Regatta
Signup Spreadsheet (be sure to book mark this page for future reference). Indicate
which regattas you plan to attend. If you change your mind, please update the
spreadsheet ASAP. You should indicate at least 4 weeks in advance for local races and
several months in advance for the larger races (Regionals, Nationals, International, Head
of the Charles aka HOC, SD Crew Classic). Some regattas entries close 2 weeks in
advance, some 4 months in advance.
Some races are considered ‘Institutional’ races where participation is limited by the
regatta organizers and not all rowers who indicated a “yes” for the regatta will race.
The coach will decide the final lineups.
Regatta Fees
There are entry fees associated with every race. If the trailer has to travel to a regatta,
the trailer fees are spread among the participants. After the regatta, you will receive an
email with the fees owed. A late fee is incurred after 30 days. All fees associated with a
regatta are paid for by the those participating in that regatta.
Uniforms
All rowers who race in an SDRC boat are expected to wear an SDRC uniform.
There is a team store at www.SewSporty.com/SDRC. You can visit the site and select
your gear. If several rowers plan to place an order, they can all be shipped together to
the boathouse (1220 El Carmel Place, SD 92169) – be
sure to contact Sew Sporty directly to get them know
a bulk order is coming. Allow at least 4-6 weeks.
You will need a tank top or unisuit, black bottoms and
white hat if you plan to wear a hat. Hats are also
available for purchase in the office.
Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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USRowing Membership
Prior to your first race, you must become a USRowing member and complete the
waiver. You will need to renew both annually. Please go www.usrowing.org to join.
The SDRC Club Code is Q7ERJ.
Race Formats
Sprint - The standard international racing distance is 2000 meters, the standard race
distance for Masters is 1000 meters. The course usually has six to eight boats racing
against each other in their separate designated lanes which may or may not be marked
by buoys.
Head Race - These races, which are generally held in the fall, are typically 3000-5000
meters long and the boats are started in their respective divisions separately at 10
second intervals. These regattas are typically conducted on a river or bay with an
assortment of bridges and turns that can make passing quite interesting.
Rowing Classifications - USRowing
Classification - by Age
Your age is the age you become in the current calendar year. The average age of the
crew is the classification of the entry. The age of the coxswain is not counted.
AA
A
B
C
D
E

21 to 26
27 to 35
36 to 42
42 to 49
50 to 54
55 to 59

F
G
H
I
J

60 to 64
65 to 69
70 to 74
75 to 79
80 and over

Classification - by Weight
• Lightweight women cannot weigh more than 130 pounds. The average weight in
the entire boat cannot exceed 125 pounds.
• Lightweight men cannot weigh more than 160 pounds. The average weight in
the entire boat cannot exceed 155 pounds.

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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REGATTA BOAT CLASSES
In competitive rowing events, abbreviations are used for different boat classes.
M
Men
W
Women
MX
Equal number of men and women (excluding coxswain)
1, 2, 4, 8
The number of rowers in the crew.
x
Sculling boat (think two criss-cross oars)
+
Coxed (with coxswain)
Coxless or ‘straight’ (without coxswain)
Examples
MD8+
W4WLtD1x
WO4x
MWC2x
Mx8+

Men’s D (50-54 ave age) eight with coxswain
Women's straight four
Women lightweight Age 50-54 single scull
Women's Open quad
Masters women's C (43-49 ave age) double scull
Mixed Eight with 4 women and 4 men

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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THE REGATTA
Arranging races for dozens of different age categories, weight categories,
port/starboard, scull/sweep limitations, and race limits can be a daunting task,
especially regattas where rowers can race up to 6 races over several days. When the
coach sends out race lineups, take a quick look to make sure there are no conflicts as
sometimes things are missed (eg your races are 10 minutes apart). Let the coach know
of issues ASAP. Morning of the race is too late.
Loading and Unloading the Trailer

When races are out of town, we transport equipment on the club trailer.
The coach / boathouse manager will send out an email letting people know when trailer
loading will happen. Be prepared that it typically happens after practice the morning
the trailer must depart to arrive at the destination in time. There will be a list of boats
and oars that will be traveling to the regatta. Boats need to be derigged, all parts
accounted for, marked, wrapped and loaded. Equipment that goes on the trailer
includes boat shells & riggers, oars, slings, ergs, coolers, tool boxes, extra parts, bow
numbers, straps, etc.
When the trailer returns from a regatta, it must be unloaded, boats re-rigged and all
equipment neatly stored back into the boathouse. Be prepared for the announcement
letting everyone know when unloading will happen.
Travel Logistics
Some regattas, like Masters Nationals are multi-day out-of-town events that require a
lot of organization. There are SDRC volunteers who works diligently to organize details blocks of rooms near the venue, flight and travel suggestions, race venue food and
drink, the team dinner, etc. Be kind to this hard-working volunteer, please review
materials sent around and respond in a timely fashion if information is requested.

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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Race Day
Bring/wear your uniform – uni or SDRC tank, black bottoms, white hat (optional), socks.
Fluids, snacks, sunglasses, sunscreen, money – often times there are vendors selling
rowing related items and food. If you bring a water bottle use plastic, metal water
bottles roll around loudly in the boat and may cause minor damage.
Be sure you know every race in which you are entered. Know who the other rowers are
in your boat(s), know the event #, the start time, bow number. Plan to be at the course
2 hours before your first race. The coach will send an email with the boat and specific
oars to be used, time to be at your boat ready to launch for your race.
As soon as you arrive make any adjustments (foot stretchers, spacers) and check that
equipment is in working order (nuts, bolts, riggers, plugs). Be aware that another crew
may be using the same boat just prior to or after your race and make “hot seating”
arrangement is necessary.
If there’s a coxswain, they will make sure the cox box works, attach the bow number,
and attach race number on the bow person (coxswain in an 8+, bow person in a coxed
4+).
Be sure you have arranged for someone to carry oars, or that you have placed them
near the launch area. Be aware that another crew may be using the oars prior / after
your race. Be courteous and communicate with your fellow teammates as equipment is
always shared. Bring your oars back to the appropriate place where the next crew will
expect to find them.
The coxswain and/or coach will discuss the race plan with the boat before your race.
You may have done this in practice before the regatta, but always good to review during
the ‘pep talk’.

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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Racing schedule
Listed below is a general schedule of regattas that SDRC Masters may attend.
January
• Indoor Erg Classic | San Diego, CA
February
March
• Tempe Town Lakes Regatta (Masters and Juniors)| Tempe, Arizona
• SoCal Opening Day Regatta | Long Beach, CA
April
• SD Crew Classic* (Masters and Juniors) | San Diego, CA
• FISA World Masters Games | Different international location each year
May
June
• National Learn to Row Day | SDRC
July
• SW Masters Regionals | Lake Merritt, Oakland, CA
• Games and Beach Boil All SDRC (July or August) | San Diego, CA
August
• US Masters Nationals | Different location each year
September
• Annual Gala/Auction
• World Masters Championships | Different location each year
October
• Head of the Charles* | Boston, MA
• Row for the Cure | San Diego, CA
• Head of the American | Sacramento, CA
November
• San Diego Fall Classic | San Diego, CA
December
• Christmas Regatta | Long Beach, CA
• Winter Classic | San Diego, CA
*Some races are considered “institutional races” where not all those who wish to race,
will race eg. Head of the Charles, Crew Classic, and some international races.

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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BOATHOUSE AMENITIES
Locker Rooms
There are several day use lockers available while you are rowing. A few women’s
lockers are available to rent on a monthly basis. Although we like to think we are all
respectful of each other’s belongings, use good judgement when leaving valuables in
the locker room.

Ergs
There are 25+ ergs that may be used any time by any member. There may be times that
the juniors, masters, universities or learn to row class are training on the ergs. If there is
an unused erg, you can move the erg to an area where you won’t disturb their practice
session. A sign on the mirror indicates which ergs cannot be brought outside (the
newest). There is a bucket of sanitary wipes to clean the handle and seat after use. Push
the screen all the way down, put the handle all the way into the machine and return the
erg to its upright position – careful not to touch the mirror.

Weight Room
The weight room may be used any time by any member. Use best practices and proper
lifting technique to avoid injury. Please return all equipment to its proper place. There
are mats next to the erg room that may be used inside or outside.

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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ONLINE RESOURCES
www.sandiegorowing.org
www.sewsporty.com/SDRC Rowing clothes and gear
www.jlracing.com
Rowing clothes and gear
www.RegattaCentral.com
Most regattas use Regatta Central as their single point of information. Clubs can make
and pay for entries from this site. The coaches will make club entries. They also have an
app available.
www.Row2k.com
A site dedicated to all things rowing.
www.HereNow.com
Many, not all regattas use HereNow for timing and results. It’s a very handy app, and
results are typically posted within minutes.

Rowing technique resources
Calm Waters

https://www.calmwatersrowing.net/

Concept2

http://www.concept2.com/

USRowing

https://www.youtube.com/ (search ‘usrowing drills’)
There are endless videos you can watch on YouTube

Regatta Central

https://www.regattacentral.com/

Row2k

http://www.row2k.com/

Last Updated: December 12, 2017
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COXSWAIN COMMANDS
In order for the crew to work a team or unit, the cox'n will
give specific commands. Most of the commands will be
based off of a three-part sequence, starting with the
description, then the questions "Ready?", and finally the
command to move. These commands should come in an
even cadence, so that the crew will act in unison.
To move a boat stored on a rack:
• Hands on the name of the boat
• Up and off the rack, READY? (pause) Up
• Show sides (lean your head to the side opposite the person in front of you), to
shoulders, READY? (pause) Up. Walk it out, watch the riggers (meaning to make
sure the boat riggers being carried out, do not hit the riggers on the stored boats)
To move a boat that is right side up, from the water to slings:
• Hands on.
• Over heads, READY? (pause) Up
• Show sides, READY? (pause) Down (boat goes to the rower’s shoulders)
• Walk it up (the beach to the concrete pad)
• Weigh-enough (When on the pad and adjacent to the slings)
• To waist, READY? (pause) down
• To slings, READY? (pause) down
When rowing the cox'n may want to have only have some of the crew rowing, if they want
to change something they could do something like the following:
• In two, 3 and 4 to drop out, 5 and 6 to add in
• One, (said at the catch)
• Two, (at the second catch)
• On this one
The rowers in 3 and 4 seat continue to row until the RELEASE of that second stroke,
at which time they will stop rowing and balance the boat with their oars.
The rowers in 5 and 6 seat will continue to balance the boat, until the RELEASE of
second stroke, then they will begin to row following the Stern pair of rowers.
To increase the stroke length or pressure:
• In two, 3/4 pressure
• One, (said at the catch)
• Two, (at the second catch)
• On this one
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ROWING TERMINOLOGY
Like many sports, rowing has a language all its own. For the novice rower who's told to
"way enough," or the parent whose teenager comes home talking about "catching a
crab during a power ten," it's helpful to know some basics.
The Boat
Bow: Forward section of the shell, the part of the shell which crosses the finish line first.
Also used as the name of the person sitting nearest to the bow (1 seat). The rowers
always face the stern.
Stern: The rear of the racing shell. The direction the rowers are facing.
Starboard: The right side of the shell when moving forward. Oars on the starboard side
of a standard-rigged boat are the Bow, 3, 5, 7. Note that for the rowers, starboard oars
will be on their left.
Port: The left side of the shell when moving forward. Oars on the port side are
numbered 2, 4, 6 and 8 (stroke).
Seat: Where the rower sits. The seat slides back and forth to enable the rowing motion.
Foot Stretcher: The stretcher consists of two inclined foot rests which hold the rower’s
shoes. The rowers’ shoes are bolted into the foot rests. The stretchers are moveable
forward or backward to allow rowers of different leg lengths maximum slide range.
Tracks: The set of metal runners set inside the shell, to accept the wheels on the bottom
of each rower’s seat (slide).
Slide: 1) the physical rails upon which the seat rolls, and 2) the part of the stroke when
the seat is moving, both during the drive and during the recovery.
Gunwale: The top edge of a boat’s side: pronounced “gunnel.”
Rigger: The "arms" attached to the exterior side of the shell to which the oarlocks are
attached. The rigger acts as the fulcrum for the oar.
Oarlock: The device at the end of the rigger that holds the oar.
Rudder: Small, moveable piece on the bottom of the shell by which the coxswain can
steer the boat.
Skeg: The stationary fin located at the stern section of the boat used to help stabilize
the shell in holding a true course. It is not the same as the rudder.
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The Oar
Oar: Used to drive the boat forward. Rowers do not use paddles. Sweep oars are longer
than sculling oars.
Grip: The rubber part of the oar handle that the rower grasps.
Shaft: The main part of the oar between the grip and blade.
Blade: The wide flat part that contacts the water. (Sometimes oars are called
"blades.") Blades are commonly longitudinally symmetrical (spoons) or shaped like
hatchet blades (hatchets).
Collar: Also known as the button; this is the ring around the sleeve of the oar that is
moved to adjust the load on the oar, and the relative length of the handle.
The Stroke
Catch: The beginning of the stroke when the blade enters the water. The rower is fully
compressed (knees bent, arms reaching forward) and the seat is forward on the slide.
The blade is fully “squared” (perpendicular) to the water at this time.
Drive: The part of the stroke cycle where the rower applies power to the oar. This
consists primarily of the leg drive, then straightening the back, and finally pulling in the
arms. Most of the power in the stroke is accomplished during the leg drive.
Finish: The blade comes out of the water and the legs are straight and the hands have
finished pulling the oars into the body. When the blade comes out of the water it is
immediately rotated or “feathered” so that it is parallel to the surface of the water.
Feather: Rolling the oar handle in your fingers so the blade is parallel to the water.
Recovery: Begins with the hands coming away from the body during the finish followed
by the rower swinging the upper body back to a slightly forward body angle position.
The rower then moves slowly back up the slide towards the catch.
Release: The downward motion of the hand that serves to remove the blade from the
water and start the recovery.
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Additional Terms:
Some of these terms are commands used by coxswains to control the boat.
Back or backing: To propel the shell backwards by turning the boat by pushing the
handle away from the body while the blade is in the water. Often one side of the boat
while the other rows normally in order to spin the shell around.
Crab: An accident that occurs when a rower loses control of his or her oar. The rower’s
blade gets trapped in the water by the momentum of the shell, and the oar handle flies
backwards, going over the rower's head or striking the rower's chest. Often the handle
ends up behind the rower. In extreme cases, the rower may be thrown overboard. It's
called "catching a crab," and sooner or later it happens to everyone.
Check it down; hold water: To place the blades of the oars vertically in the water as a
means of slowing or stopping the shell.
Cox box: An electronic device used by coxswains, consisting of a headset microphone
and speakers located through the shell, through which the cox gives commands to the
crew. Connected to sensors under a sliding seat, the cox box has readouts that can
show speed, stroke rating, number of strokes and time rowed.
Ergometer: Better known as the "erg," it's an indoor rower for training. SDRC uses ergs
manufactured by Concept 2.
Full slide: Type of stroke where the seat is moved on the tracks, so that the rower used
legs, back and arms.
Half pressure: The application of power in a racing shell such that the rowers are rowing
half as hard as they can at full pressure. The rowers are pulling harder than they would
at paddle pressure, but not as hard as if they were rowing at full pressure.
Head race: A regatta in which crews race against the clock over a set distance, rather
than side-by-side. The standard head race distance is 3 miles, though it is dependent on
the race course. Head races begin in September and last through the fall.
Layback: The rower’s act of leaning back toward the bow during the stroke. Layback
should not be more than a few degrees past vertical.
Let it run; let her run: A command to stop rowing, holding the blades out of the water
and parallel to the surface so the boat continues to glide.
Piece: A term referring to any period of work performed in the shell or in training on the
ergs: a "ten-minute piece," a "500 meter piece," or a "20 stroke piece," for example.
Power Ten: A coxswain's command for the rowers to take ten of their best, most
powerful strokes - a strategy to pull ahead of a competitor.
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Puddles: The marks left by the blade on the water after the release. The puddles
indicate the “run” of the boat by showing how far it has traveled since the previous
stroke.
Rating: The number of strokes rowed per minute.
Repechage: A "second-chance" race for those crews that fail to qualify for a final from
an opening heat. Repechage qualifiers move on to semifinals or finals, depending on
the number of entries in an event.
Run: The distance the shell moves during one stroke. Good spacing means the crew is
letting the boat work while they are on the recovery. By rushing the recovery, the crew
will make the shell surge towards the stern immediately prior to catching and shorten
the run for that stroke.
Rushing the Slide: A technical error caused by sliding too quickly and abruptly toward
the stern.
Set: The balance of the boat.
Settle: The part of the race (or other piece) where the crew decreases the rating from
the initial high stroke to a lower pace that the crew will maintain until the final sprint.
Skying: The incorrect action of carrying the hands too low during the recovery,
especially when the rower dips his/her hands just prior to the catch (i.e. sort of winding
up). This action usually results in the blade being too high off the water’s surface.
Sprint race: Races in which boats row a set distance in side-by-side
competition. Depending on the number of entries, there may be qualifying heats and
semifinals to determine which boats row in the final face. The number of boats in a race
is determined by the number of lanes on the course, usually six. High school sprint
races are 1500 meters (2000 in Canada); college sprint races are 2000 meters. The
spring high school racing season is sprint races.
Stroke: The rower who sits closest to the stern. The stroke sets the rhythm for the boat.
All rowers behind the stroke must follow the stroke’s cadence.
Swing: Occurs when the entire crew is moving perfectly in unison and the shell seems to
be moving very fast without much effort.
Washing out: When the blade comes out of the water during the drive – creating
surface waves, losing power and unsteadying the shell.
Way enough (also weigh enough): A command to stop rowing, or stop walking with the
boat overhead on the dock (used only in the US).
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